GETTING STARTED

SETTINGS

DATAUSAGE

LOCATING

When you first start using your Yepzon tracker, plug
it into a charger and if possible, charge it for two
hours. This ensures that the device wakes up
and has optimal performance.

ln the Settings you are able to control the
following functions:

Yepzon tracker has a built-in SIM card and
it uses mobile data to transfer positioning
information to the mobile app.

Yepzon One 2.0 uses GSM, GPS and WiFi for positioning. In the app you can always see
the last known location based on either GPS,
GSM cell towers or WiFi hotspots.

A recommended precaution is to request a reset link
from the Settings. This is a link to your e-mail that
enables you to pair the tracker again if, for
example your phone breaks or you accidentally delete the
app. Your e-mail address is not collected, saved or used
by Yepzon for anything else than sending the reset link.
After pairing you should see your tracker in the
App either on a list or map view and you are able to
toggle between
the
views
from
the
top
right corner icon. List view shows current status
of the device, map view shows the last location of the
Yepzon tracker on a map.

• Set connection intervals = The tracker wakes up
to connect the cloud service only at set intervals, i.e.
it's not "online" all the time. Battery consumption
depends on these connection intervals and the
activity/movements of the device.
• Manage access rights = Adding and allowing more
users to locate and manage the Yepzon tracker. Note:
All users will have full access.
• Edit notifications = Decide what Yepzon activity
you want to be notified about.
• Turn off the Yepzon = Shuts down the tracker.
Note! After shutdown the tracker requires a charger
to be plugged in to turn on and wake up.

Your tracker includes 1 month of free data to start
with, after which you can easily purchase more via
application Settings ➔ Purchase data or subscription
or yepzon.com/shop. We recommend purchasing a
pre-paid subscription with lenght of your choice, as it
includes unlimited usage.
lf you want to use your tracker outside EU,
USA, Russia and China (Note! Please check
yepzon.com/roaming for any changes in this list),
you must buy roaming through Yepzon app
Settings ➔ Purchase roaming package. Price
depends on country and length of visit. Countries
applicable and prices can be found on yepzon.com/
roaming.

Yepzon One 2.0 locates accurately on demand. Each
session lasts three minutes and can be repeated
sequentially as many times as needed. To activate the
GPS/WiFi positioning,
tap
"Locate accurately".
Time for accurate positioning to start depends on
settings. The longer the connection interval, the
longer the time required to start the locating.
Example: Connection interval is 5 minutes. The last
connection was at 12:00. The user taps the Locate
accurately icon at 12:01. Yepzon starts tracking after four
minutes, at 12:05.
Accuracy of the position can be checked by tapping the
location pin on the map, e.g. 2 km means that the real

position is not in the center of the red circle but
anywhere within the radius of 2 km. A typical GSM tower
accuracy is from a few hundred meters to several
kilometers, whereas GPS accuracy is typically 5-15 m
and WiFi 15-50m. If GPS signal is not strong enough (e.g.
indoors) and WiFi hotspots are not present, a rough
position based on GSM towers is shown.
More information, FAQ, announcements etc. available at
YEPZON.COM/SUPPORT
Please read carefully the Safety and Compliance leaflet
and content printed inside the packaging sleeve.
Note! Over six months of tracker inactivity may cause
SIM card deactivation and/or battery deep discharge.
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